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Interfacing PIC Microcontrollers: Embedded Design by Interactive SimulationNewnes, 2006
Explore in detail microcontroller interfacing techniques using the popular PIC 16F877
Work through step-by-step examples interactively using circuit simulation software, supplied as assembly source code
Gain the knowledge of a wide range of peripheral devices such as keyboards, displays, sensors and drives and serial communication with...
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The Essential Guide to Computer Data Storage: From Floppy to DVDPrentice Hall, 2001
A world without data storage is like a mankind without memory.  Thanks to various information storage methods developed in the last 22,000  years, we are able to document our history, to learn from each other's  experience, and, ultimately, to create the world as it is today.

The future of computing is...
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Pro Silverlight 3 in C#Apress, 2009
Full-color graphics and screenshots throughout make Pro Silverlight 3 in C# an invaluable reference for professional developers wanting to discover the new features of Silverlight 3. Author Matthew MacDonald's expert advice guides you through creating rich media applications using Silverlight in the environment you're...
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Deploying OpenLDAPApress, 2004

	...I was excited to see Deploying OpenLDAP, by Tom Jackiewicz and published by Apress, on Amazon's electronic bookshelf. After reviewing the Table of Contents I quickly ordered the book.


	For all the work and time invested in using LDAP, not enough time has been spent designing the layout and the logic of directories. End...
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PICAXE Microcontroller Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	WHIP UP SOME FIENDISHLY FUN PICAXE MICROCONTROLLER DEVICES


	"Ron has worked hard to explain how the PICAXE system operates through simple examples, and I'm sure his easy-to-read style will help many people progress with their PICAXE projects."


	This wickedly inventive guide shows you how to program,...
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Building a Home Security System with Raspberry PiPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build your own sophisticated modular home security system using the popular Raspberry Pi board


	About This Book

	
		This book guides you through building a complete home security system with Raspberry Pi and helps you remotely access it from a mobile device over the Internet
	
		It covers the...
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Arduino Android BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Get the best out of Arduino by interfacing it with Android to create engaging interactive projects


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to interface with and control Arduino using Android devices
	
		Discover how you can utilize the combined power of Android and Arduino for your own projects
	...
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Custom Raspberry Pi Interfaces: Design and build hardware interfaces for the Raspberry PiApress, 2017

	Design and build custom hardware interfaces for the Raspberry Pi and discover low cost display and sensor options for embedded system projects. 


	With this book you'll master 12C communications using Raspbian Linux in C++ and perform ADC and DAC experiments. You'll experiment with debounce buttons and switches using...
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SPICE for Power Electronics and Electric Power, Second EditionCRC Press, 2005
Based upon the authors' experience designing power electronics courses, SPICE for Power Electronics and Electric Power, Second Edition integrates a SPICE simulator with a power electronics course at a junior or senior level. This textbook assumes no prior knowledge of SPICE and introduces the applications of various SPICE commands through numerous...
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Expert Oracle JDBC ProgrammingApress, 2005

	With Oracle in the process of de-supporting SQLJ, JDBC is now really the only recommended means of interfacing between Java and Oracle. Consequently, this book is a must have for any developer building an Oracle Java application.


	Many Java developers tend to treat Oracle as a "black box"; as a consequence, developers tend...
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Embedded Microcontroller Interfacing for M CORE SystemsAcademic Press, 2000

	The "M·CORE" family of microprocessors is the latest 32-bit integrated circuit from Motorola designed to be a multi-purpose "micro-controller." The processor architecture has been designed for high performance and cost-sensitive embedded control applications with particular emphasis on reduced power consumption....
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Programming the BeagleBonePackt Publishing, 2016

	
		About This Book

		
			Quickly develop electronics projects that interact with Internet applications using JavaScript and Python
	
			Learn about electronics components such as sensors and motors, and how to communicate with them by writing programs
	
			A step-by-step guide to explore the...
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